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this is a poem i did when i was in my room listening to music.. its nothing special.. hope you like it
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1 - nothing about nothing

nOTHING ABOUT NOTHING
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

tear my limb
cross my eyes of things once seen
seal my lips of things once spoke
burn my body and use your hate to fuel, its fire
and hid my body from this world
irriplacible dreams scadered across the painted glass
cut my vains and drain my blood
use it to paint my colorless dreams
dreaming of things once had
hang me up by my remains,and laught
at my mistakes
loving my sorrow, hating my happienes
what is love if not to hate, discuss, and tournment one another
as time unravels up all the secrets once kept
with the memories of a lover, hurting
this pain that makes you go mad
creating this creature of distruction
as you yell "yet up and fight" tell you can not yell any more, yet know one here's you
this world so mute
keeping up with what, if nothing
remembering of what if things once never had
let use go, to what?
nothing as you fall died into my sleep
blessing this thing that loves not hate
remembering the saying
"best not known, lets go"
regreating the choices that we made
pretending everythings all but normal
you see a reflection of nothing
not your face
"what", you say, covering all things from what, but the world
cutting up pieces of our lives and sawing them back togather with the faith once had
a fear the dwells in you cutting thru every with each speach about nothing.
not knowing what to do you lay,
sleeping into darkness as you find your one and only happiness
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